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xEMU mini emulator  

 

xEMU mini from Cambridge Consultants is 

a versatile hardware emulation board for 

pre-silicon design verification or for use as 

single board computer. 

 

The xEMU mini combined with xSIF pods 

and the xIDE development tools provide a 

complete ASIC hardware emulation and 

debug platform. This is used to verify ASIC 

designs in their intended applications prior 

to tape-out. 

With designs prototyped on xEMU mini, 

software development can proceed in 

advance of ASIC silicon availability. 

xEMU mini is also used as a single board 

computer for application development using 

Cambridge Consultants’ XAP
®
 processor 

cores. 

 

xEMU mini features 

 Spartan 3 FPGA 

 LCD display, 2 rows, each 16 

characters 

 Push buttons and DIP switch 

 Keypad and cursor 

 LEDs, Buzzer  

 SIF debug interface 

 Universal Serial Bus 

 Ethernet local area network 

 Serial communication port 

 Audio input, audio output 

 84-way general purpose i/o 

 JTAG – Xilinx (Spartan 3) 

 JTAG – Microcontroller 

 8 MB Flash, 2 MB SRAM 

 DC power input, 5 volts 

 110 mm by 150 mm PCB 

 

Mini size, maxi features 

The xEMU mini offers a highly 

featured emulation board in a small 

form factor. It carries a variety of 

interfaces and communication ports 

making it sufficiently versatile for 

most small emulation or single 

board computing tasks, all within a 

low cost. 

The Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA has 

enough gates to comfortably 

accommodate a XAP processor 

system with peripherals and RAM. 

In addition the board has Flash and 

RAM memory chips, Ethernet, 

RS232, a DAC and an ADC to 

complete the system. 

Users can add their own digital 

circuits in the unused capacity of 

the FPGA to provide a custom 

emulator for their project. 

xEMU mini can use USB or SIF 

interfaces to connect to a PC. 

xEMU is supplied pre-programmed 

for XAP4, XAP5 or XAP6 (please 

specify which with your order). 

xIDE Development Tools  

xIDE Development tools provide a 

flexible, extensible software 

development environment for the 

XAP processors and xEMU 

emulation boards and are an 

essential part of the development 

platform. 

A free evaluation copy of xIDE can 

be downloaded from our website. 

Get started quickly 

xEMU mini comes with a pre-

installed program – just connect 

power and it is up and running. 

Plug-in the USB port to a PC with 

the xIDE development tools 

installed, follow the simple steps in 

the “Getting Started” guide and you 

are ready to start developing, 

downloading and debugging your 

own programs on the xEMU mini 

hardware. 
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Use the onboard Peripherals 

Included in the xIDE tools are 

library functions to access the wide 

range of functions on the board. 

The XAP processor inside the 

FPGA includes system logic to 

memory map the peripherals 

allowing the programmer to directly 

access these from their software. 

 

 

 

Add your ASIC logic 

When ASIC hardware development 

starts the user can add logic to the 

FPGA. The deliverables provided 

with the XAP processor license 

(sold separately) include the FPGA 

configuration files and Verilog RTL 

for the XAP system in the FPGA. 

The XAP4 system uses 40% of the 

Xilinx Spartan XC3S1500’s 

capacity. The XAP5 uses 50% and 

the XAP6 uses 60%. 

  

Expand the hardware  

xEMU mini includes two  50-way 

IDC expansion connectors. These 

are shown in both the photo and 

diagram. Each connector has:  

 One 5V and one 3V3 power pin 

 6 GND pins 

 8 single-ended signals 

 17 differential signal-pairs 

(these can also be configured 

as single ended) 

In total 84 I/Os are available. 

These I/Os can be used to connect 

to external hardware that is part of 

the ASIC emulation. In a typical 

mixed signal ASIC a daughter card 

containing the representative 

analogue circuitry would be 

connected.  

Verification confidence 

The xEMU allows ASIC designs to 

be precisely emulated at all levels, 

providing a very high level of 

confidence in a design before chips 

are manufactured. Final software 

releases can be proven prior to 

committing ROM code programs. 

xEMU also allows developers to 

see the complete product working 

with real sensors or radio in a real 

life test environment, thereby 

furthering software development in 

advance of first silicon. 

xEMU mini availability 

xEMU mini is available to purchase 

for evaluation and development.  

For more information or to request 

a quotation please email: 

Info.CambridgeConsultants.com 

www.CambridgeConsultants.com/xap 

xap@CambridgeConsultants.com  

XAP is a registered trademark and XAP4, XAP5, 
XAP6, xSIF, iSIF, SIF, xEMU and xIDE are 
trademarks of Cambridge Consultants Ltd. 

©2006-2015 Cambridge Consultants Ltd and 
Cambridge Consultants Inc 
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